Hello everyone and welcome to our end of year
newsletter. This year has been filled with fun
and adventures, as well as some very hot days!
Everyone is very excited to move up into their
new classes, and while Class 6 are very sad to be
leaving Ramsbury, we are also excited to start
secondary school. There have been many
preparations for September, including class
swaps where everyone (except Class 6!) moved
up into their class for the next school year to
experience life in the class above! And now let's
see what each class has been up to this term.
By Molly, Year 6 School Newsletter Ambassador.

how confidently the children said their lines and
how enthusiastically and tunefully they sang
their songs. We look forward to their future
performances.

Class R
This term we have looked at, sorted and planted
different seeds, watching them germinate and
grow. Our sunflowers are growing fast, and the
first tomatoes are appearing on our plants. The
children grew Miss Price a radish which she said
was delicious. She shared it with some of them
but they weren’t convinced!

Our second visit to Ramsbury Estates was very
exciting. We looked at and identified plants and
trees that grow locally. Once again, the trailer
tractor ride was a highlight!
The children conducted surveys to find out their
favourite fruit and the apple came out top! We
looked at how fruit and vegetables grow, where
they come from and looked at the world map to
find the countries where they grow. Some
children are fascinated by flags, so they
investigated the flags of the countries we talked
about.

The class did their first ever assembly. They
learnt and then retold the story of ‘The
Enormous Turnip’ - the traditional tale about an
old man who planted a seed which grew into an
enormous turnip. We were so impressed with

Class R learnt about the tree ladies Wangari
Maathai and Kate Sessions, both of whom made
a difference by planting trees - Wangari in Kenya
and Kate in California. The children decided
everybody could plant a tree to make a
difference. We remembered the trees Mrs
Hinder planted with different children in the
school for the Queen’s Jubilee.

own ‘Somebody Swallowed Stanley’ books when
they come home at the end of term.
Drawing inspiration from the artist David
Hockney, Class 1 also extended their seaside
learning by creating some beautiful underwater
collage pictures.

Pays Francophone day was a big hit. The
children loved being with the older children and
visiting all the classrooms in the school to find
out about and do activities to learn about a
range of different French speaking nations.
Class R are very excited about their next
adventure moving to Class 1. Good luck Class R!

Class 1
‘Oh I Do Like To Be Beside The Seaside...’
It has certainly felt like being at the seaside this
term in Class 1, particularly this week, when we
brought the beach to Ramsbury! A perfect
activity for this exceptionally hot weather.

Throughout the term, we have been busying
ourselves with all things to do with sea and sand
and what a lot of learning has taken place! We
know about the characteristics of different
coastlines and whether they are physical or
human features. It has been interesting to find
out about different sea creatures and exploring
their seaside habitats.
A very popular activity has been making rock
pools with Mrs Woodhouse in the outdoor area.
Our class texts have also supported our topic
work and helped us to become wonderful
postcard and story writers. Have a read of our

A further highlight for Class 1 came towards the
beginning of term, in our class assembly. The
children proved to be real experts in their
knowledge of UK landmarks and they
entertained us all with wonderful singing, acting
and sharing of facts. It was a spectacle fit for a
Queen!

Shelburne Music Ensemble
We met an orchestra. We listened to a song
called ‘All you need is love’ and then we joined
the percussionist. I already knew the song
because my mum used to sing it to me. The
music was beautiful. I was on a xylophone. We
did an animal song and I was a duck. Then we
sang to the school. It was nerve-wracking.
Heston, Lucy and Delilah

Sculpture
We have been looking at the sculptor Barbara
Hepworth. She loved making a hole in her
sculptures. Lots of our sculptures are round and
we put holes in them by hollowing the clay.

Class 2
French Day
I liked the Canadian maple syrup in Class 4. We
had it because in some parts of Canada they
speak French. In Class 2, we looked at a long
bicycle race around France and in Class 3 we
looked at the Lion King and used paper plates to
make lion faces. In Class 6, we found out about
‘Le lion est mort ce soir’.
Sammy, Wilf and Sophia

designing our own.” Olivia
“I loved trying different sketching techniques in
art. My favourite technique was the cross
hatch.” Nia
“I liked writing biographies about famous
people, including Zaha Hadid and Onjali Rauf.”
Daniel and Clarke
“I really enjoyed leaning about Ancient Baghdad
in History, especially about the House of
Wisdom.” Nico
“I really enjoyed Sports Day, my favourite event
was the three-legged race and I came second!”
Sam
“I enjoyed making bee models and doing the
Waggle dance in Science.” Madison
“In French we visited a French Café on the field
and have petite dejeuner.” William
“I loved making camels dance on Scratch - it was
fun to code!” Jack and Poppy

My clay sculpture reminded me of a doughnut.
We also burnished them. When the clay is
burnished, it should be shiny and dark. We
tested what worked and what didn’t work. The
clay models inspired me to do some at home
and I have created a sea cave. When I look into
it, I see a whole new world with more peace.
Sophia, Kyla, Flora, Ivo and Olivia

Class 3
In Class 3, we really enjoyed our Ancient
Baghdad topic! We explored Islamic culture and
learned about some amazing, famous Muslims
who changed the world. It has been a fantastic
year and it has been great to finish with such an
interesting and exciting topic! Here are some of
our highlights:
“My favourite part of this term was when we
became architects like Zaha Hadid. We used
iPads to research different buildings before

“In Geography, we visited the River Kennet and
draw maps. It was so much fun.” Martha
“In RE, we learned about different birth
ceremonies from different religions. I really
enjoyed designing my own non-religious naming
ceremony.”

Class 4
Wow! What a busy and exciting term we have
had! We started the term with our class
assembly, in which we are sure you will agree,
the children performed fantastically!
“I liked being the nice Dragon and I thought our
assembly was funny – especially when I said I
had spent all my money on Jake’s Nosey-Wipey”
– Beatrice

Our second group of children who have been
learning to play the cornet entertained us
magnificently with their group performance.
They have worked so hard and thoroughly
enjoyed learning a new instrument.

Later in the term, we had our Francophone Day
where the children were taken around the
world to visit some French speaking nations.
They worked with all of the teachers, taking part
in a range of activities from singing, trying maple
syrup and making volcanoes!

“I enjoyed learning ‘Climbing Up’ on the
baritone because I love climbing. It was
awesome playing in front of the class and all of
the parents!” – Jack

“It was great fun learning about all of the
different countries that have French as one of
their main languages. I liked learning about
France because it was all about the Tour de
France, and in Belgium, we learned about Rene
Magritte.” – Oliver

Finally, to draw our ‘Inventions’ work to a close,
the children were the first to try out our new
Edison Robots, which proved very popular. We
were also very lucky to have a 3D Product
Designer come in and kick start our latest DT
project. Thank you Mrs Ashbee!

“The best bits of French day were eating
chocolate, trying maple syrup and making
volcanoes!” – Bethany and Evie P
All the children took part in a Tri-Golf
tournament, and recently we have been busy
playing summer sports and preparing for Sports
Day.
“At the Tri-Golf tournament, we played eight
different games and had 3 breaks. I was proud
that our team came second!” – Max R

“It was fun telling the robots what to do! We
made them move by clapping and using the
torch!” – Violet P
Speaking of 3D product design, Max said, “The
interesting part was how they designed the
object, like a McDonald’s chip box. The design
has to be perfect to do the job and if it isn’t
perfect then it will be a total failure!”

Class 5
Class 5 have raced over the finish line with a
fabulous finish to the year!
In Science, we have made bath bombs with
customised scent and other additions. We
finished the topic with an escape room
challenge, cracking a code to get out for their
lunch break! "It was fun, I loved it" Nora

We did some first aid training and talked about
how unique we are, celebrating differences. "I
already knew a lot but it was fun" Alex
We travelled to St Francis for a Marlborough
Music Cluster Festival - and we stunned the
other schools with our animated rendition of
'Living on a Prayer'. "It was really good fun and if
it was a competition, I think we would have
won!" James

In English, we wrote volcano stories, based on
Mount Etna, where we were sent by David
Attenborough to photograph Ghost Bats. "It was
exciting but tiring" Cara
In History we learnt about the Queen of Girl
Power - Boudicca. "It was cool how she stood up
for her rights" Zara
Orienteering, Tri-Golf and Cricket featured
heavily in PE this term - we scampered all over
the Marlborough College fields with electronic
cards.
"I was captain of Tri-Golf and we came second in
the County finals!" Ted

In DT, we used the technique of Batik to design
our own funky t-shirts with the message about
humanity - our question for the year. "It was so
much fun" Ammora

Francophone Day was a round robin of all things
French! The children ate chocolate, made
volcanoes and sang lots of songs! "We got to
sing a song from the Lion King" Harry
"Sports Day was exciting" Greyson

We sadly say goodbye to wonderful Nora, who
will be heading back to California. We will never
forget you and the kindness you bring to Class 5.

Class 6

Residential
At the beginning of term, we went on our
residential to Cobnor Activity Centre, near
Chichester.
We did various activities here. One of our
favourite things was keelboating where we all
had fun helming and heeling - the wind was so
strong that we were all almost falling into the
water! Other things we enjoyed were aeroball,
canoeing and bushcraft. After we had finished
for the day, we went back to our tents and were
up most of the night playing games! It was a
great residential and we all had so much fun!
By Evie Fisher

Sports
Class 6 competed in the Quad Kids tournament
and the boys’ cricket. In cricket, one of the
teams got through to the County Finals after
becoming champions of their group. They then
went on to play in the finals and won the whole
competition!
In Quad Kids we first competed in a qualifying
round for the large school tournament at
Marlborough College.
The top five boys and top five girls then went on
to compete in the next round of the competition
at Dauntsey's; where there were lots of
improved scores.
By Evie Fisher
Vacuum cleaners
In science we learned about how to make a
circuit with a motor, attach a fan to the motor
and reverse the circuit; so that instead of
pushing out air, the fan would suck air in,
creating a of vacuum. Using this concept, we
created working vacuums made from plastic
bottles and the motor circuits. We designed
them so that they would pick up pieces of hole
punched paper (called chads) and either collect
them in a bag or simply blow them out the other
end. Everyone's inventions ended up working!
The legendary Class 6 play
For all of Term 6, we have been working on our
end of year play - ‘The Greatest Show’. Everyone
has had a lot of fun practising the songs and
dances, and learning all of their lines. We have
worked really hard on it and we hope you all
enjoyed watching it.
By Molly Fawcus

Sailing
On the 12th and 13th of July, Class 6 travelled to
South Cerney Outdoor Centre to complete the
RYA Stage 1 in sailing. We all had tons of fun
sailing around the large lake at the centre.
Everyone was taught the basic strategies of
sailing and we learned how to tie a figure of
eight and a cleat, as well as being able to rig and
derig our boats. There were a wide range of
boats, for example: Laser Picos, Tera and Topper
Taz. At the end of the two days we all received
our Stage 1 certificates and logbooks and we are
now a class of children who can all sail!
By Molly Fawcus

Leaving
As it is our last term at Ramsbury School, we
have been preparing for our Leavers’ Service
and writing our speeches to present to our
parents and everyone at school. During this
time, we have had the opportunity to look back
on our time at Ramsbury, which for some is
quite a short period of time and for others, a
whole 7 years. We are all quite sad to leave but
excited to venture into a new world and a new
school.
By Angus Allman

Have a lovely
summer holiday
everyone!

